Dodge ram intake manifold
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number, ship the item back to:. So you've installed a high flow cold air intake and a high flow
exhaust, but you're still not getting the spool up and lower EGT's you were hoping for. Did you
ever happen to look at what's between yo Did you ever happen to look at what's between your
intake and exhaust? How about a restrictive intake manifold! The restrictive factory intake
manifold has an angular design, promoting turbulence and the smaller diameter creates a
bottleneck effect for the airflow you're trying to rush through your Cummins. Most of our
manifolds feature several ports making it easy to hook up a boost gauge or install a nozzle for
nitrous, propane, or water methanol injection. And besides the purely functional attributes of
these manifolds, how about the pure intention for them to look good! There is always something
to be said for popping the hood of your Cummins and having a well dressed out engine
compartment, as opposed to a dark, oil stained cavity that seeks attention. So give us a call,
and we can help you determine which manifold is best for you, and if you haven't already gotten
a cold air intake or exhaust, we'll help you decide which setup is best for you and your truck.
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While the setups were relatively rare even when new and produced in their original form for only
a few years, the principle behind them is commonplace throughout the auto industry today. In a
common four-stroke engine, every time the intake valve slams shut, the air-fuel charge packs up
behind it. This occurs because the charge has mass and inertia, and at 6, rpm it happens 50
times per second. Each time, a reflecting pressure wave is sent back up the intake passage
toward the atmosphere at the speed of sound. Thus we can get more air into the cylinders and
produce more output. The drawing above also shows, from the inside out, how Chrysler
executed the ram principle on production cars. The standard intake manifold was exchanged for
a pair of long-tube aluminum castings, one for each bank of the V8 and each one fed by a Carter
AFB four-barrel carburetor. Note how the manifold runners are draped over the valve covers for
hood clearance, and the balance tube connecting the two manifolds for smoother idle. Eager to
promote its new CID hemi V8, the carmaker approached the race sanctioning board in with a
proposal to compete in the Indy The hemi V8 was welcome, but only at the same cubic-inch

displacement as the classic Offenhausers et al. At that point the project was tabled, but the
special components and the experience gained in the effort carried on. Tuned to optimize for
peak torque rpm, the Ram Induction intake runners on Chrysler road cars were inches long, and
the carmaker claimed an improvement of up to 10 percent. The tall intake manifold was a
discarded dynamometer test piece, and the wild exhaust headers also followed Chrysler ram
tuning principles. At the premium Chrysler division, the setup was simply called Ram Induction
and was offered on the Chrysler letter series cars through K shown above. While the various
systems are visually similar, there are some detail differences. While these original Mopar Ram
Induction systems were spectacular in appearance, they never caught on in racing applications
because they were tuned for peak torque rpm rather than for peak horsepowerâ€”great for
street performance, but not so great for racing use at max rpm. Note how the long, curving
intake runners nearly fill the engine room. On the original Mopar setup, the intake runners were
sprawled across the engine compartment, but current manifolds are more efficiently packaged
with the runners curled into a bundle, as with this lightweight composite manifold for the
current Mustang GT, below. Ram tuning, as they used to call it, is here to stay. As you stated ,
tuned for mid range torque, which made them freeway flyersâ€¦and, depending on differential
ratio, they could still do mph without straining. At the carburetor end they were separated
internally for 15 inches, then the last 15 inches were without internal dividers; this was a top
end set up. Gotta love them Mopars! Knowing this RAM induction, I designed two such
distinctive tubes for my engine. They look shorter because they were designed for a rotational
speed of 8, â€” 10, RPM. And for me in the engine the lowest cross section for air is equal to the
rectangular endings of these pipes. It is several times greater than even in a four-valve
traditional system.. And I open the inlet window I have degrees!!! The models did not have the
long rams. For that year they went back to the inline dual quads just like the pre models.
Standard engine on the H was a hp, in line dual quad By the way, the J only engine offered was
a hp long ram The K standard engine was a hp 4bbl , with ram induction optional. They look wild
and for dragging around a big car work well. I have seen a few here on South Oz. The slant 6
version is probably best at rpm, bags of torque but not that much power. If you want power 3
x45mm Webers are required. With Indy if there was a capacity limit there was a capacity limit. If
not and they were scared of an engine 3 times as heavy as an Offy they were dreaming. And
Chrysler would have to move the rev range up considerably to make it fast. Great info. This year
was also lighter in wt. I had a friend that had this setup In a Dodge Polara. That thing screamed.
I later had Fairlane with 2â€”4 barrel Hollys and lots of HP that ran the quarter mile at Thinking
backâ€¦.. I know the Dodge would have given it a run. Share this:. Sorry, your blog cannot share
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available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle.
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